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Where do read-across approaches fit within IATA?

• Integrated Approaches to Testing and Assessment (IATA)

• “A tiered approach to data gathering, testing, and assessment 
that integrates different types of data (including 
physicochemical and other chemical properties as well as in 
vitro and in vivo toxicity data). When combined with estimates 
of exposure in an appropriate manner, the IATA provides 
predictions of risk.”
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General framework of an IATA

From OECD



Definitions: Chemical grouping approaches

“Analogue approach” refers to grouping based on a very limited 
number of chemicals (e.g. target substance + source substance)

“Category approach” is used when grouping is based on a more 
extensive range of analogues (e.g. 3 or more members)

A chemical category is a group of chemicals whose physico-
chemical and human health and/or environmental toxicological 
and/or environmental fate properties are likely to be similar or 
follow a regular pattern as a result of structural similarity (or other 
similarity characteristics). 
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Definition

• Read-across describes the method of filling a data gap whereby a chemical 
with existing data values is used to make a prediction for a ‘similar’ chemical.

• A target chemical is a chemical which has a data gap that needs to be filled 
i.e. the subject of the read-across.

• A source analogue is a chemical that has been identified as an appropriate 
chemical for use in a read-across based on similarity to the target chemical 
and existence of relevant data.

Source 
chemical

Target 
chemical

Property  





Reliable data

Missing data Predicted to be 
harmful

Known to be 
harmful

Acute 
toxicity?
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Selected read-across tools
Tool AIM ToxMatch AMBIT OECD 

Toolbox
CBRA ToxRead GenRA

Analogue 
identification

X X X X X X X

Analogue 
Evaluation

NA X X
by other 

tools 
availabl

e

X X X
For

Ames & 
BCF

NA

Data gap 
analysis

NA X X
Data 

matrix 
can be 
exporte

d

X
Data 

matrix 
viewable

NA NA X
Data 

matrix can 
be 

exported

Data gap filling NA X User
driven

X X X X

Uncertainty 
assessment

NA NA NA X NA NA X

Availability Free Free Free Free Free Free Free



Decision Context Analogue 
identification

Data gap analysis 
for target and 

source analogues

Analogue evaluationData gap filling:
Read-across

Uncertainty 
assessment

Read-across workflow



A harmonized hybrid read-across workflow



A harmonized hybrid read-across workflow

Where do other new approach data streams 
fit? E.g. mechanistic data from ToxCast

How should we transition to data-driven 
approaches? moving away from subjective 
expert driven assessments.

What about characterizing the uncertainty of 
the predictions made?



GenRA (Generalized Read-Across)

•Predicting toxicity as a similarity-weighted activity of nearest 
neighbors based on chemistry and bioactivity descriptors (Shah et 
al, 2016)

•Generalized version of the Chemical-Biological Read-Across 
(CBRA) developed by Low et al (2013)

•Goal: To establish an objective performance baseline for read-
across and quantify the uncertainty in the predictions made



Decision Context
Screening level assessment of 

hazard based on toxicity effects 
from ToxRefDB v1

Analogue 
identification

Similarity context is based on 
structural characteristics

Data gap analysis 
for target and 

source analogues

Analogue evaluation
Evaluate consistency and 

concordance of experimental 
data of source analogues across 

and between endpoints

Read-across
Similarity weighted average –

many to one read-across

Uncertainty 
assessment

Assess prediction and 
uncertainty using AUC and p 

value metrics

Read-across workflow in GenRA v1.0



GenRA tool web-based tool



Data gap analysis

GenRA tool in practice



Run GenRA
Target Source analogues

GenRA tool in practice



GenRA tool in practice

Search for a chemical and click on the GENRA link on the lefthand panel

Radial plot with Target chemical of interest in the centre and 
source analogues (similar) ordered clockwise by decreasing 
similarity (Jaccard)



GenRA tool in practice

Similarity context – Chemical Fingerprints (Morgan)

Target chemical of interest



GenRA tool in practice

• How data poor is my target and 
what data exists for the source 
analogues identified

• Do they address the data gaps of 
interest for the target chemical?



GenRA tool in practice

What is the consistency and concordance across my source analogues? 
Should I deselect analogues from consideration from the entire set of predictions?
Should I consider subcategorizing the analogues selected?

Toxicity data represented as binary outcomes – red (positive), blue (negative), grey (no data)



GenRA tool in practice

First column is 
updated with 
predictions



GenRA Tool in practice

• Database underpinning GenRA v1.0: ToxRefDB v1
• Different study types and effects within them are predicted e.g. 

chronic_liver is annotated as CHR_liver
• Negative results – assume that if a particular guideline study was 

conducted but the effects were not reported than a chemical would be 
negative for that particular effect for that type of guideline study

• Positive results – min dose at which toxicity effects are observed in a 
study

• Prediction: Similarity weighted activity
• Performance is categorized by the AUC of the ROC

• The significance was empirically estimated by constructing a null 
distribution by permuting the toxicity values 100 times and calculating 
the fraction of times the AUC was more extreme than what would be 
observed by chance (this is reported as the p-value). 



GenRA Tool in practice

• Ability to export the predictions into a tsv/excel file
• Output is shown – mirrors the data matrix view but doses 

replace the colour coding



GenRA Tool in practice

• Output can be analyzed in different ways



GenRA Tool in practice

• Rank order positive results based on AUC and p values
• Look at the distribution of positive vs negatives predictions
• Explore what effects are being identified for the source 

analogues – consider identifying the underlying data for source 
analogues (elsewhere on the Dashboard) – is there a critical 
effect that is driving the toxicity that should be compared with 
the target chemical predictions?

• ……
• Depends on the decision context and the level of uncertainty 

that can be tolerated.



• Consideration of other information to define and refine the analogue selection & 
evaluation – e.g. physicochemical similarity, metabolic similarity, reactivity 
similarity, mechanistic similarity (transcriptomics similarity, phenotypic profiling 
similarity)

• Quantitative predictions of toxicity e.g. LOAEL, LD50
• Read-across to predict other in vitro endpoints to supplement in vitro-in vivo 

extrapolations

GenRA – Ongoing refinements



• Read-across is an important component of an IATA
• Read-across acceptance for regulatory purposes remains an issue – mainly due 

to the difficulties of addressing residual uncertainties and the fact that read-across 
is a subjective expert driven assessment.

• GenRA is an attempt to move towards an objective read-across approach where 
uncertainties and performance can be quantified.

• GenRA v1.0 establishes a baseline in performance. The approach relies on 
chemical descriptors to predict binary toxicity values but work is ongoing to 
characterize other contexts of similarity (e.g. mechanistic, reactivity, metabolism) 
and quantify their contribution in predicting in vivo toxicity outcomes.

• GenRA v1.0 exists as an app within the Dashboard to facilitate a workflow 
approach to make read-across predictions. A python package (genra-py) will be 
released soon to facilitate batch processing using user specific datasets.

Summary remarks
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